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Abstract

Sumberwudi clinic has 7 bed in inpatient service that always booked every day. This high demand was showed from average bed occupancy rate (BOR) of Sumberwudi Clinic in 2008-2010 was 105%. This number was too high above BOR of Indonesia Health Department. This research aimed to design a satisfied demand improvement effort by analyzed the demand, organization and environment factors of inpatient service in Sumberwudi Clinic Lamongan. This was a cross sectional research. Data analyzed by cross tabulation. Variable relationship judged by the researcher according to the organization capability in handled it and its leverage to other variable. The result showed us that most of Sumberwudi Clinic user come from the peoples in arounds its area not so far. And if they have more than or equal with regional minimum income rate (UMR) are likely to get satisfied demand. They consider that the price of inpatient service at Sumberwudi Clinics is reacheable. Most of them were consistently go to Sumberwudi Clinic when they get sick evnthough with light disturbance of illness and mostly the user of inpatient services of Sumberwudi Clinics was loyal clients that have had a routine health cares check-up at there. But even they were loyal to Sumberwudi Clinic, some of them were said that they got unsatisfied demand with Sumberwudi Clinic. If this issue does not handled quickly, the loyalty of its customer could be decrease.
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